Features & Accessories
Sentinel offers a wide array of quality features and optional accessories to improve functionality
and enhance your building’s appearance. Choose from a multitude of color and trim options to
create the perfect blend of form and function. Contact a Sentinel Building Consultant or talk to
your authorized Sentinel dealer for details on these and other popular selections.

Windows
Wall & Roofing Panels

Interior Finishing

Sentinel buildings come standard with
heavy-duty 26-gauge roof and wall panels,
available in a Bare, Siliconized Polyester
(better) or Kynar (best) finish. Panels come
in a variety of profiles, colors and warranty
options that offer outstanding beauty and
long-term protection.

Finishing the inside of your building with
steel liner panels adds style and energy
efficiency. Roof and wall liner panels are
available in 26 or 29-gauge in your choice
of standard colors. Liner panel packages
come complete with trim and fasteners
for installation.

Add light and warmth to your building
with strategically placed windows. Fixed
and sliding windows are available in a
variety of sizes and trim packages, and
can be ordered either pre-hung or ready
to assemble on site.

Overhangs, Gutters and
Downspouts
Protect your foundation and property
from erosion and water damage while
beautifying your structure with optional
overhangs, gutters and downspouts.
Made from light gauge materials and
available in many attractive trim colors,
these systems are hemmed for a strong,
smooth and corrosion-resistant edge
for years of beautiful functionality.

Doors
Insulation

Wainscot

Sentinel offers a variety of Canopy,
Mansard and Parapet exterior options
that can add a distinctive flair to your
structure while providing added surface
for signage.

Sentinel offers laminated fiberglass blanket
insulation in a variety of thicknesses
and R-value ratings, as well as thermalefficiency systems for both interior walls
and ceilings that provide a more finished
appearance while helping to make the
building quiet and comfortable.

Rock Solid Buildings

Rock Solid Relationships

Nobody ever told us they regretted purchasing a
Sentinel building, but we’ve heard from bunches
of folks who wished they had. Sentinel buildings
use only the finest and most durable materials and
components available, and are designed with your
input to be beautiful, functional and --pound-forpound and dollar-for-dollar -- the best value for
your money in the industry.

You don’t realize how important service is until you
partner with someone who doesn’t offer it.

Rock Solid Company
Sentinel Building Systems has been an industry
leader for more than 20 years and, just like our
buildings, isn’t going anywhere. Sentinel believes
the only way to be successful long-term is to
treat customers fairly, deliver quality products
for a value price and to do exactly what we say
we’re going to do.
So far, so good.

Sentinel takes its business – and customers – very
seriously. Maybe it’s the small town culture where
neighbor helping neighbor is the rule and not the
exception, or maybe it’s just pride in doing a job
well, but Sentinel takes a personal interest in every
building we sell and goes to great lengths to make
the entire process smooth and hassle-free from
start to finish.

Rock Solid Support
Sentinel buildings are known for durability and
ease of installation, but what truly sets Sentinel
apart is commitment to customer support. From
Building Consultants that design maximum
functionality at minimum cost to Authorized
Dealers and Customer Service Teams that make
sure your project goes exactly as planned, nobody
stands behind its products or provides ongoing
support better than Sentinel…and isn’t that what
you really want from your building provider?

You’ll live with your building choice
a long time. Make sure it’s a choice
you won’t regret. Get all the facts
first. Contact Sentinel or talk to
your authorized Sentinel Dealer
and discover why Sentinel Building
Systems is your Rock Solid choice.

Call Today!

800-327-0790
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(Insert Dealer Info Here)
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Optional wainscot in contrasting colors
can give your building a highly distinctive
feel and enhances the appearance of any
structure. Sentinel offers several different
wainscot style and application methods
to suit virtually any style and budget.

Whether you need just a simple access
door or multiple loading/equipment bays,
Sentinel’s wide range of insulated and
non-insulated door types and styles can
be sized and configured to your exact
specifications.

Exterior Facades

Sentinel Building Systems is known as the “rock solid” company. And this is no self-proclaimed title, but
one given to us over the years by our customers. It’s a term used to describe Sentinel by a number of different
people for a number of different reasons, and we thought we’d share some of those reasons with you.

ROCK SOLID

THE TOTAL PACKAGE
The true value of a building company isn’t measured
only by how long their products stand…but by how
long they stand behind their products.

F

or over 20 years Sentinel’sTM
success has hinged on building
customer relationships as strong
and enduring as our high-quality steel
buildings. We sweat the details so you
don’t have to, and Sentinel buildings
are designed for quick and easy
installation, saving time and money
on the back end and making Sentinel
buildings comparable in total cost to
many ”lower-priced” competitors. The
end result is a hassle-free experience
and finished product that’s easy on
your eyes, easy on your bank account,
and designed and built with your input
to meet your needs for years to come.
And when it comes to service, it’s good
to know that Sentinel doesn’t run from
problems – they fix them. Sentinel

Quality. Versatility. Value.
Every Sentinel building is
engineered to your exact
specifications

Optional cupolas made from
29 gauge pre-painted steel in
choice of three popular sizes

Sentinel buildings are designed for
fast and easy installation, substantially
lowering total project cost

 crylic coated 26-gauge
A
Galvalume roof panels for
exceptional corrosion protection
in the harshest environments

Reinforced structural framing
available to support installation
of additional equipment such as
overhead cranes

So compare Sentinel with any steel
building manufacturer. Talk to your
friends. Talk to your neighbors. You’ll
find lots of companies that sell quality
steel buildings…and lots that don’t…
but none that offers the total package
of quality, value, service and support
after the sale that has made Sentinel
Building Systems one of the most trusted
– and most often recommended –
brands in the business.

Sentinel Building Systems.

ROCK SOLID Plainsman Models
E

qually at home on the range or
anywhere it’s needed, the TrailBoss
is Sentinel’s versatile structure that
protects your crops and other valuable
assets from harsh weather conditions.

Single Slope
Std. Width: 150’
Eave Hgts: 10’ – 28’
Roof Slope: ½:12 – 2:12*

Built-up steel frames with
a minimum of 50,000 psi
yield strength
Modular Frame

Standard 1-1/4” foam
closures effectively seal
Sentinel buildings from
moisture, dirt and rodents

Rugged 26-gauge steel wall
sheeting with 80,000 psi yield
strength

Optional light panels for
roofs and walls add interior
light and warmth

 ptional contrasting wainscot
O
panels add distinction and value
while enhancing the appearance
of any structure

Contrasting fully-flashed
color trim is standard on
all Plainsman buildings
Loading/Equipment doors in wide
range of sizes and configurations
including overhead, sliding, bi-fold
and hydraulic

 ll Sentinel framed openings
A
are fully flashed for added
protection while providing
a clean, finished appearance
Optional wall supports (girts)
at 3’ 8” from the finished floor
for increased stability and for
wainscot installation

Wide choice of high-grade insulated
pre-hung or ready-to-assemble
access doors

TM

Rock Solid.

Other

Std. Width: 150’
Eave Hgts: Up to 40’
Roof Slope: 2:12*

Beefy 8”– 12” roof and wall supports
provide superior strength and stability

Highest quality painted finish
with 30-year warranty for
superior protection

customers are considered customers
for life, and we go to great lengths to
make sure you never have a reason
to go anywhere else.

Sentinel offers a variety
of structural frame options
for maximum stability in
all climates and terrains.

Standard Frame

Optional roof and wall insulation
packages and/or thermal energy
systems with insulating values
to R-38 in the roof and R-25 in
the walls

Optional roof vents and louvers
improve interior air flow while
moderating inside temperature
variances

Building Frame
Options

 ully insulated fixed and
F
sliding windows in choice of
sizes, shapes and finishes

 ptional overhangs, gutters
O
and downspouts offer attractive,
durable functionality in a
multitude of colors

Optional deluxe trim package
provides a virtually “chew-proof”
barrier against insects and small
animals

Choice of Built-Up or Wide-Flange
structural beams in building
widths up to 150 feet

Optional interior lining packages
offer a more finished appearance
and insulation protection, while
optional partition walls provide
interior design flexibility

Std. Width: 150’
Eave Hgts: Up to 30’
Roof Slope: ¼:12 to 4:12*

Lean-To Frame
Std. Width: 60’
Eave Hgts: Up to 29’
Roof Slope: 4:12*
*Standard Roof Slopes

Foundation
Options
Any of these foundation
types can be used for
Sentinel buildings, provided
the option selected is
suitable for your specific
building loads.
Concrete
Slab

Curb
Foundation

Pier

O

ffering all the quality and durability
of Sentinel’s popular PlainsmanTM –
but without the bells and whistles –
the Pioneer is Sentinel’s smaller building
alternative for customers that want
Plainsman quality, but at a value-price.
By using smaller, less costly components
and scaling back on non-essential
features and trim, the Pioneer meets
your stringent requirements while
delivering the structural integrity and
attractive, clean lines that Sentinel
buildings are famous for.

Pioneer’s innovative design and
Sentinel’s engineering prowess
proves it’s possible to cut costs
without cutting corners.
Why sacrifice quality for price when
Pioneer gives you both? Contact
Sentinel Building Systems or your
authorized Sentinel dealer for more
information on this rugged and
affordable alternative for your steel
building needs.

Made with heavy gauge, weatherresistant Galvalume roofing panels and
rugged steel beam main frames, the
TrailBoss can be open on four sides or
partially enclosed to suit your needs.
Only a simple foundation is required,
and building size and configuration
are easily adapted to your specific
operation.

Don’t risk losing your hard-earned
assets to the elements, when the
TrailBoss is the simple and sturdy
solution that provides maximum
protection for a minimum cost.

THE TOTAL PACKAGE
The true value of a building company isn’t measured
only by how long their products stand…but by how
long they stand behind their products.

F

or over 20 years Sentinel’sTM
success has hinged on building
customer relationships as strong
and enduring as our high-quality steel
buildings. We sweat the details so you
don’t have to, and Sentinel buildings
are designed for quick and easy
installation, saving time and money
on the back end and making Sentinel
buildings comparable in total cost to
many ”lower-priced” competitors. The
end result is a hassle-free experience
and finished product that’s easy on
your eyes, easy on your bank account,
and designed and built with your input
to meet your needs for years to come.
And when it comes to service, it’s good
to know that Sentinel doesn’t run from
problems – they fix them. Sentinel

Quality. Versatility. Value.
Every Sentinel building is
engineered to your exact
specifications

Optional cupolas made from
29 gauge pre-painted steel in
choice of three popular sizes

Sentinel buildings are designed for
fast and easy installation, substantially
lowering total project cost

 crylic coated 26-gauge
A
Galvalume roof panels for
exceptional corrosion protection
in the harshest environments

Reinforced structural framing
available to support installation
of additional equipment such as
overhead cranes

So compare Sentinel with any steel
building manufacturer. Talk to your
friends. Talk to your neighbors. You’ll
find lots of companies that sell quality
steel buildings…and lots that don’t…
but none that offers the total package
of quality, value, service and support
after the sale that has made Sentinel
Building Systems one of the most trusted
– and most often recommended –
brands in the business.
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moisture, dirt and rodents
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strength
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roofs and walls add interior
light and warmth
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while enhancing the appearance
of any structure
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all Plainsman buildings
Loading/Equipment doors in wide
range of sizes and configurations
including overhead, sliding, bi-fold
and hydraulic
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A
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a clean, finished appearance
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at 3’ 8” from the finished floor
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wainscot installation
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pre-hung or ready-to-assemble
access doors

TM

Rock Solid.

Other

Std. Width: 150’
Eave Hgts: Up to 40’
Roof Slope: 2:12*

Beefy 8”– 12” roof and wall supports
provide superior strength and stability

Highest quality painted finish
with 30-year warranty for
superior protection

customers are considered customers
for life, and we go to great lengths to
make sure you never have a reason
to go anywhere else.

Sentinel offers a variety
of structural frame options
for maximum stability in
all climates and terrains.

Standard Frame
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packages and/or thermal energy
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to R-38 in the roof and R-25 in
the walls

Optional roof vents and louvers
improve interior air flow while
moderating inside temperature
variances

Building Frame
Options
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F
sliding windows in choice of
sizes, shapes and finishes

 ptional overhangs, gutters
O
and downspouts offer attractive,
durable functionality in a
multitude of colors

Optional deluxe trim package
provides a virtually “chew-proof”
barrier against insects and small
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Other
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of Sentinel’s popular PlainsmanTM –
but without the bells and whistles –
the Pioneer is Sentinel’s smaller building
alternative for customers that want
Plainsman quality, but at a value-price.
By using smaller, less costly components
and scaling back on non-essential
features and trim, the Pioneer meets
your stringent requirements while
delivering the structural integrity and
attractive, clean lines that Sentinel
buildings are famous for.

Pioneer’s innovative design and
Sentinel’s engineering prowess
proves it’s possible to cut costs
without cutting corners.
Why sacrifice quality for price when
Pioneer gives you both? Contact
Sentinel Building Systems or your
authorized Sentinel dealer for more
information on this rugged and
affordable alternative for your steel
building needs.

Made with heavy gauge, weatherresistant Galvalume roofing panels and
rugged steel beam main frames, the
TrailBoss can be open on four sides or
partially enclosed to suit your needs.
Only a simple foundation is required,
and building size and configuration
are easily adapted to your specific
operation.

Don’t risk losing your hard-earned
assets to the elements, when the
TrailBoss is the simple and sturdy
solution that provides maximum
protection for a minimum cost.

Features & Accessories
Sentinel offers a wide array of quality features and optional accessories to improve functionality
and enhance your building’s appearance. Choose from a multitude of color and trim options to
create the perfect blend of form and function. Contact a Sentinel Building Consultant or talk to
your authorized Sentinel dealer for details on these and other popular selections.

Windows
Wall & Roofing Panels

Interior Finishing

Sentinel buildings come standard with
heavy-duty 26-gauge roof and wall panels,
available in a Bare, Siliconized Polyester
(better) or Kynar (best) finish. Panels come
in a variety of profiles, colors and warranty
options that offer outstanding beauty and
long-term protection.

Finishing the inside of your building with
steel liner panels adds style and energy
efficiency. Roof and wall liner panels are
available in 26 or 29-gauge in your choice
of standard colors. Liner panel packages
come complete with trim and fasteners
for installation.

Add light and warmth to your building
with strategically placed windows. Fixed
and sliding windows are available in a
variety of sizes and trim packages, and
can be ordered either pre-hung or ready
to assemble on site.

Overhangs, Gutters and
Downspouts
Protect your foundation and property
from erosion and water damage while
beautifying your structure with optional
overhangs, gutters and downspouts.
Made from light gauge materials and
available in many attractive trim colors,
these systems are hemmed for a strong,
smooth and corrosion-resistant edge
for years of beautiful functionality.

Doors
Insulation

Wainscot

Sentinel offers a variety of Canopy,
Mansard and Parapet exterior options
that can add a distinctive flair to your
structure while providing added surface
for signage.

Sentinel offers laminated fiberglass blanket
insulation in a variety of thicknesses
and R-value ratings, as well as thermalefficiency systems for both interior walls
and ceilings that provide a more finished
appearance while helping to make the
building quiet and comfortable.

Rock Solid Buildings

Rock Solid Relationships

Nobody ever told us they regretted purchasing a
Sentinel building, but we’ve heard from bunches
of folks who wished they had. Sentinel buildings
use only the finest and most durable materials and
components available, and are designed with your
input to be beautiful, functional and --pound-forpound and dollar-for-dollar -- the best value for
your money in the industry.

You don’t realize how important service is until you
partner with someone who doesn’t offer it.

Rock Solid Company
Sentinel Building Systems has been an industry
leader for more than 20 years and, just like our
buildings, isn’t going anywhere. Sentinel believes
the only way to be successful long-term is to
treat customers fairly, deliver quality products
for a value price and to do exactly what we say
we’re going to do.
So far, so good.

Sentinel takes its business – and customers – very
seriously. Maybe it’s the small town culture where
neighbor helping neighbor is the rule and not the
exception, or maybe it’s just pride in doing a job
well, but Sentinel takes a personal interest in every
building we sell and goes to great lengths to make
the entire process smooth and hassle-free from
start to finish.

Rock Solid Support
Sentinel buildings are known for durability and
ease of installation, but what truly sets Sentinel
apart is commitment to customer support. From
Building Consultants that design maximum
functionality at minimum cost to Authorized
Dealers and Customer Service Teams that make
sure your project goes exactly as planned, nobody
stands behind its products or provides ongoing
support better than Sentinel…and isn’t that what
you really want from your building provider?

You’ll live with your building choice
a long time. Make sure it’s a choice
you won’t regret. Get all the facts
first. Contact Sentinel or talk to
your authorized Sentinel Dealer
and discover why Sentinel Building
Systems is your Rock Solid choice.

Call Today!

800-327-0790

Proudly Sold By:

(Insert Dealer Info Here)
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Optional wainscot in contrasting colors
can give your building a highly distinctive
feel and enhances the appearance of any
structure. Sentinel offers several different
wainscot style and application methods
to suit virtually any style and budget.

Whether you need just a simple access
door or multiple loading/equipment bays,
Sentinel’s wide range of insulated and
non-insulated door types and styles can
be sized and configured to your exact
specifications.

Exterior Facades

Sentinel Building Systems is known as the “rock solid” company. And this is no self-proclaimed title, but
one given to us over the years by our customers. It’s a term used to describe Sentinel by a number of different
people for a number of different reasons, and we thought we’d share some of those reasons with you.

ROCK SOLID
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we’re going to do.
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stands behind its products or provides ongoing
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Optional wainscot in contrasting colors
can give your building a highly distinctive
feel and enhances the appearance of any
structure. Sentinel offers several different
wainscot style and application methods
to suit virtually any style and budget.

Whether you need just a simple access
door or multiple loading/equipment bays,
Sentinel’s wide range of insulated and
non-insulated door types and styles can
be sized and configured to your exact
specifications.

Exterior Facades

Sentinel Building Systems is known as the “rock solid” company. And this is no self-proclaimed title, but
one given to us over the years by our customers. It’s a term used to describe Sentinel by a number of different
people for a number of different reasons, and we thought we’d share some of those reasons with you.

ROCK SOLID

